D-Cycle as a core element of a digital transformation framework
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Abstract. A digital transformation process as an emerging management practice requires a clear, well-described and detailed toolset, that will be handful and easy to apply in practical everyday tasks in a digital transformation change process. In this research, the essential tool of a digital transformation process created by authors is described. Created by research’s authors as D-Cycle, this tool allows to run a digital transformation of organisation, process, or it’s segment from any transforming object’s digital maturity level. D-Cycle will be useful as a key digital transformation tool in digital transformation programmes and day-to-day digital managers’ activities. This tool is also suitable for creating more complicated digital transformation frameworks, those suit for tasks of large enterprises or massive social institutes. D-Cycle does not focus on any certain industry or social field, hence it’s rather universal for solving digital transformation problems. Its practical concise content allows it to be used almost without any special competencies in digital transformation and makes it ready to be applied widely.

1 Introduction

A digital transformation has become a usual management practice. Today’s managers’ regular and strategic tasks are based on modern tools, redesigned processes, and so-called disruptive business models. All these tools and efforts are focused on digital changes those are to get more organizational efficiency, agility, and competitive advantages.

This tendency runs through organizational structures and business communities widely, so digital transformation tasks heavily draw the attention of managers all over the world.

Digital transformation even changed the way of modern labour. It has actually kicked off a gig economy phenomenon. This way of economic interactions is based on platforms and focused on certain actions instead of traditional work processes [11]. Finally, platform owner becomes a stakeholder of a labour field, which forms a playground for independent professionals.

Bain&Co.’s insight on management tools and trends in a digital transformation field says that managers mainly focused on mature tech trends and on business tasks⁷. Such
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issues demand clear common tools to run digital transformation tasks and programmes. But today we have in management practice only well-designed project management tools, mature practices of creating new ideas, and a bunch of ideas on how to run a digital transformation programme, but not a point on what to do in that process.

One of the most discussed ideas of digital transformation is that it helps make a new business, conquer new markets, or create brand new products or shift the accent on a service model for customers. All these digital transformation approaches have a solid basement, but it seems to be more realistic to reckon that digital transformation supports more customer-centric processes and connected market collaborations [5]. In addition to these business aims and changes those are based on digital transformation, there’s a rising idea that the digital transformation core meaning is not to change an IT strategy, but to change an entire business with technological solutions‡. This means that the digital transformation practice should be based on clear tools and practices, those will not be in a field of deep tech connoisseurs, but in the field of practical regular management.

The Open Group as an important participant of the IT market and a various methodologies provider developed and supports DPBoK – Digital Practitioner Body of Knowledge§. This precious knowledge source describes in detail how to organize a digital transformation project in a company but doesn’t deliver any idea on what could be done to transform a business or any process in it.

A kind of very practical approach is shown in research, that shows a link between good results in lean management and in a digital transformation management in an organization [10]. The researchers also concluded that there two types of digital transformation patterns: sustaining digital transformation pattern and disruptive digital transformation pattern. But the main differences between those patterns from the point of practical actions are not covered by the concept.

Not only tools and approaches, but policy and restrictions should be defined in digital transformation disruption changes [1]. This also means that inner governing processes in an organization should be well-designed and driven.

Digital transformation allows considering a business as a single entire agent on the market. It could be reached via an app or a website that crushes its image as a group of people. This leads to a demand for special competencies of firms’ interactions on different markets. [2]. That shows digital transformational different perspectives of analysis: from an entire market to a local process.

These examples show that a need for practical digital transformation tools as a part of management practice is vital and such tools should be easy to explain and use.

2 Digital transformation approaches

Most researchers focused on a project management component of digital transformation. One of the main ideas is that project management tools and practices demand rises again within a digital transformation context [6].

But digital transformation project has its specific treat: significant disruptive changes are made by small deep experienced teams [7], those deliver a focused value of such changes.
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There is a very good example of transformation component concept, described by researchers from RANEPA in their practical complex of digital transformation practices on digital transformation strategy**. They use a term of a transforming solution. It’s very precise in describing a point of using digital technologies to transform a process or an organization.

Some researchers suggest using a design thinking†† approach [4] to find a point of applying digital technologies to make a process better. We share and appreciate this approach because there’s no such efficient practice of finding new solutions, then design thinking approach.

But also, there is an original approach of decomposing a business into business services with digital interfaces, so-called Segregated Business Services Design [3]. This approach allows to make an alternative business structure based on services, those could be much easier transformed into digitally based procedures and interactions.

Some practitioners suggest using Business Model Canvas‡‡ in a digital transformation process§§. This suggestion makes a transformational process a little bit clearer, but it doesn’t support core changes.

Authors of this research have already published their main concept on digital transformation core terms [9] and defined key treats of digital technologies. The ones to the following:
- overcome time and space.
- enrich human’s abilities.
- interconnect people, systems, and machines.

Deep dive into this approach has already yielded a concept of digital transformation core: it is a process of substitution of humans or analogous machines with digital technologies to make a process or an organization more efficient. One of the main our findings is that the final stage of a digital transformation that is equal to the final stage of digital maturity is an autonomous tech system, that could act and interact without human participation and even support. The main target of this developing transformation process is to embed such autonomous element into a more complicated system to get a business scale effect.

Further research in this field allowed to create a solid integrated digital transformation tool that was called D-Cycle.

3 D-Cycle as a digital transformation tool

Every manager and entrepreneur asks a question, whether a business is efficient enough. This question starts a chain of steps those leads to business changes. In a modern practice, these changes are almost based on digital technologies.

Decomposing this process, we found that there is a sustainable chain of actions, those could be integrated in a solid cycle leading a process or an organization to the next digital maturity level. This cycle was called D-Cycle and it has the following structure (Figure 1).
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Every change takes its origin not only from the question whether system is quite efficient, but also from an initial hypothesis on what could be changed or which technological solutions lead to positive changes. This stage was called “Digital vision and null hypothesis” and led to the following cycle of activities, those could be applied to any process or an organization, so-called transforming object, to drive it to the next digital maturity level:

1. Detect digital transformation object – define all boundaries of a transforming object that should be changed under a digital transformation process.
2. Define points of transformation – find a point, where digital technologies yield highest possible results.
3. Describe current state – estimate current digital maturity level to find the best solution in the next stages.
4. Deliver data and model – create a digital twin and collect necessary data to estimate future results.
5. Develop transforming solutions – create the best solutions, those are based on digital twin estimates and desired digital maturity level.
6. Depict actions and effect – make necessary details of actions and possible effects.
7. Drive transforming changes – steer the digital transformation project.

Although these stages are rather clear, there is no possibility to run those ones without suitable tools. So, we made a more detailed picture of digital transformation and developed D-Cycle tool:
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**Table 1. D-Cycle structure and tools.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>D-Cycle stage</th>
<th>Tool(s)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Detect digital transformation object</td>
<td>Design thinking</td>
<td>The best way to see digital transformation boundaries is to use the design thinking technique. It allows considering changed states and take a detailed picture in what should be changed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Define points of transformation</td>
<td>DIGITAL-Analysis</td>
<td>DIGITAL-Analysis as a tool for defining a point of digital transformation was published by authors in special research [8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Describe current state</td>
<td>Digital maturity assessment</td>
<td>Authors have already published a concept of digital maturity levels, which describes the extent of substitution of humans and analogous machines with digital technologies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Deliver data and model</td>
<td>Digital twin and data analysis techniques</td>
<td>Digital twin allows estimating what results could be reached if a transforming object will be run in other conditions and with other technologies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Develop transforming solutions</td>
<td>Digital solutions catalog Design thinking</td>
<td>Digital technologies should be standardized in an organization. The better way is to shape organization’s own digital solutions catalog. If there is not any, the best way is to use the design thinking technique again.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 2. D-Cycle structure and key components.**

The stages of D-Cycle should be enriched with certain tools, those support every digital transformation stage:
6. Depict actions and effect

Digital transformation process estimate

The key idea of the estimate is to compare the cost of a transforming object before and after transformation. If there is a positive difference, the transformation could be run. This idea will be developed in the stand-alone research.

7. Drive transforming changes

Digital twin-based project management

Digital transformation couldn’t be based only on traditional approaches of project management. If the result should be maximum, the project should be run based on digital twin estimates and goals.

The designed tool covers all the stages of a digital transformation process. D-Cycle should be adopted in any organization, where it is going to be used. But the core structure, tools, and the idea of growing digital maturity level in every digital transformation cycle is a core of the concept and could be applied in every context.

4 D-Cycle practical value

The work done in this research had not only scientific but also practical goals. Those ones were reached by a valuation of D-Cycle’s practical value. This analysis allowed us to conclude that D-Cycle has the following practical applications:

1. It allows making a structure of a digital transformation project.
2. It allows running a digital transformation project according to a clear path, which could be a basement of a digital transformation roadmap.
3. D-Cycle allows making a step from abstract changes towards practical transformation actions.

The main practical value of the D-Cycle is that it could be used almost without deep preparation to any organization or process.

D-Cycle as a tool could be used as a structure of a deep detailed digital transformation framework. A clear and connected structure of the D-Cycle allows using it in different situations and practices almost without prior intensive preparations.

5 Conclusions

A described key tool of a digital transformation that we called D-Cycle could be used in large-scale digital transformation projects and programmes. It could also be put into a basement of various digital transformation frameworks.

Further author’s efforts will be focused on digital transformation effect estimation and distinctive features of a digital transformation execution procedure. These results will be published with a linkage to D-Cycle, which becomes a core digital transformation tool developed by authors.
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